Team Industries Decreases Training Time, Increases Efficiency with
Miller PipeWorx Welding System
Since they started using the Miller®
PipeWorx 400 welding system, Team
Industries has reduced rework—saving time and money—because of the
system’s ease of use and consistent arc
quality. “We have seen a decrease in
X-ray failure. The consistency of the
arc definitely plays a role in that,” said
Jim VanZeeland, shop superintendent. “It’s just been a great machine
for us.”

“The quicker we can get people to pass X-ray the better it is for
us, and the PipeWorx system really helps us do that.”
—Mike Schmidt, Vice President of Manufacturing, Team Industries

The PipeWorx system offers conventional stick, TIG, MIG, and
flux-cored welding processes optimized for pipe welding, in addition
to advanced wire processes including
pulsed MIG and Regulated Metal
Deposition (RMD®) from Miller. The
versatile, multiprocess machine has a
simplified, single-system design.
Team Industries relies on the
PipeWorx welding system to stay
on the cutting edge of welding
technology and exceed customer
expectations. The pipe fabrication
company, with three locations in
Wisconsin and Texas, has established
a one-stop shop process to set themselves apart and to meet customer
demands. Team Industries has a
reputation for delivering high-quality
pipe and tank fabrication on time and
within budget, with the capacity at its
three shops to produce up to 6,500
spools per month combining large
and small bore.
Team has standardized its welding
booths with the PipeWorx 400 welding system, which fits the company’s
varied welding requirements. The single-system design with one machine
footprint helps maximize weld cell
space.
Equipment that is easy to use plays
an important role in training and
continued on page 23

Top: Team has standardized its welding booths with the Miller PipeWorx 400 welding system, which fits the
company’s varied welding requirements. The single-system design with one machine footprint helps maximize
weld cell space.
Bottom: Using the Miller PipeWorx 400 welding system, Team Industries has reduced rework—saving time and
money—because of the system’s ease of use and consistent arc quality.
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retaining skilled welding operators for
Team. The PipeWorx system offers
easy setup, an intuitive front panel,
and push-button process changeover—making it easier and faster for
Team to get welders trained and on
the job.

correct polarity, cable outputs, and
welding parameters. The system also
changes the shielding gas required.
Eliminating the need to manually
switch polarity or cables and hoses
between processes helps new welders
hit the ground running.

Users can simply push a button to
indicate the type of welding needed,
and the machine automatically selects
the welding process along with the

“They have enough things to learn
already, like techniques and torch
angle,” said Mike Schmidt, vice president of manufacturing. “Having a

super machine is one less thing they
have to worry about. The quicker
we can get people to pass X-ray the
better it is for us, and the PipeWorx
system really helps us do that.”
That simplicity also provides productivity and efficiency benefits for Team.
After a TIG root pass, fabricators can
switch to flux-cored for the remaining
passes with the push of a button—no
need to change cables or gas lines.
“Everything about this machine is
just easier,” said Dwayne Tremaine, a
Team fabricator who also helps with
training. “Simplicity is the key word.”
For more information, visit
www.millerwelds.com.

HONEYWELL
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not adequately remove moisture
and noncondensables such as air.
Use a good electronic gauge to
measure the vacuum. An accurate
reading cannot be made with a
refrigeration gauge.
• To avoid overcharging, it is best
to charge the system by first measuring the operating conditions
(including discharge and suction
pressures, suction line temperature, compressor amps, superheat,
subcooling) instead of using the
liquid line sight glass as a guide.
For more information, visit
www.honeywell-refrigerants.com or
call 800-631-8138.

Top: With Miller’s PipeWorx 400 welding system, “we have seen a decrease in X-ray failure. The consistency of
the arc definitely plays a role in that,” said Jim VanZeeland, shop superintendent of Team.
Bottom: Team appreciates that the PipeWorx system offers easy setup, an intuitive front panel, and push-button
process changeover. “Everything about this machine is just easier,” said Dwayne Tremaine, a Team fabricator
who also helps with training.
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You can watch a step-by-step guide to
the retrofit process, “Genetron® 422D:
The No-Oil-Change R-22 Retrofit
Solution for A/C,” on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
4y5WqK2uNLU.

